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99 Interna l Measures and Articl e XXIV 

9.19.1 Introduction 
Ann argument has been developed over  the last chapter  that members to a free-trade area have a 
practicall  opportunity to apply certain intra-regional trade restrictions that may otherwise be difficul t to 
applyy to the trade of non-members. It appears that a primar y difference between a customs union that 
offerss this possibility is the preservation of individual territor y residual commercial power  that is 
incumbentt  to members of a free-trade area. Thus far, the discussion has centred upon the movement 
off  goods where external duties are not harmonised and the manner  in which origin may be conferred 
betweenn members so as to affect the quality of these movements. 

Thiss chapter  turns to the general question of the WTO legality of internally-applied trade-restrictive 
measures.. The discussion can apply to deviations from most-favoured nation treatment as between 
regionall  members generally, but also to measures in the form of contingent commercial instruments 
suchh as anti-dumping or  safeguards, or  in the form of measures other  than duties as contemplated by 
thee prohibitio n of GATT Articl e XI . The context refers to where a regional member applies a trade-
restrictiv ee measure to another, but which does not also operate to exclude the trade of non-members. 
Sincee the abilit y to discriminate between GATT parties would be essential to the exercise of this 
policy,, the contingent-policy instruments of safeguards and anti-dumping actions should both be 
considered.. However, anti-dumping actions are not especially treated within the provisions of most 
regionall  trade agreements. Since these actions do fall under  the question of permissibility as between 
regionall  members, anti-dumping wil l be treated in the concluding chapter  as a consideration of the 
exhaustivee listing of exceptions according to Articl e XXIV , paragraph 8. While regional trade 
agreementss do often provide for  specialised safeguard procedures and regimes, these instruments and 
theirr  relationship to GATT Articl e XDC are given a further  separate treatment in the next chapter. As 
forr  Articl e XI  types of measures, if a quantitative restriction is not excepted by the operation of GATT 
Articl ee XIX as a qualified safeguard measure, it then falls under  the Articl e XI  prohibitio n and subject 
too its own exceptions or  the exceptions of GATT Articl e XX. Thus, there is a discussion of these 
measuress both in this chapter  and in the following one. 

Thee sequence for  the discussion below wil l be first  to treat the applicability of GATT Articles to 
Articl ee XXI V arrangements generally, and then to consider  the question of bilateral modifications to 
multilatera ll  treaties in the context of GATT and then GATT law under  the WTO. The final section of 
thee chapter  wil l discuss whether  Articl e XXTV acts within the GATT as a provision granting a right 
forr  permissive modification, and if so, to what extent may members suspend the applicability of 
GATTT Articles in the course of their  regional agreements. 

9.29.2 The Applicability of GA TT Articles to regional members 
Thee question of whether  GATT obligations apply to trade between regional members can be raised 
wheneverr  treatment between them is different than MFN treatment, but not conducted according to 
freefree trade (zero duty). The question may occur  both in the case where the treatment provided is more 
favourablee than MFN as well as less favourable than MFN, although the focus here is on the latter 
situation.11 At the outset, if Articl e XXTV were interpreted to require free trade for  all the trade of the 
partiess in a completed formation, excepting only those exceptions as listed in paragraph 8 of Articl e 
XXIV ,, then the question would not seem to arise in the same degree. In such a case, regional 

11 The positive-preference aspect asks whether tariff preferences between members short of zero are exempt 
fromm MFN, and/or whether they can be included as coverage for Art. XXIV;8 internal requirements. The 
concludingg chapter addresses this second aspect in reference to the CRTA discussion. 
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memberss would not have a legal right to take measures falling under Articles VI or XIX , since they 
aree not listed exceptions. Article XI and Article XX measures could be applied, but arguably only as 
accordingg to the non-discrimination requirements imposed by GATT Article XHI and XX. However, 
evenn in this strictest of interpretations, there still may be the question of the application of these 
GATTT Articles as to interim agreements. Then the issue would be whether or not transitional 
restrictivee measures employed between regional members must comply with GATT Articles. 

9.. 2.1 Two views of Article XXIV's exceptional nature 

Forr so-called completed arrangements, there is certainly no consensus that all trade must be covered 
byy zero-duty treatment, and so there remains the question of how to treat this "uncovered" trade in 
respectt of a number of possible applications for GATT Articles.2 One view, which was initially raised 
inn Chapter three, is that uncovered trade in an otherwise qualified regional agreement is beyond the 
scopee of the GATT. This would suggest that Article XXIV acts as a type of exception from GATT for 
alll  of the trade activities of the regional members, except for the application of Article XXI V itself for 
thatt trade which must be free in order to qualify the agreement. However, having invoked Article 
XXTVV and been treated accordingly by those procedures, members then become independent of the 
GATTT regime and therefore become free actors to establish their autonomous regional legal regimes, 
att least as applicable to the goods in trade which are of origin to these members. This view would 
providee a broad field of play upon which regional members could act to restrict the movement of 
intra-regionall  trade.3 

Thee opposing view holds that since regional members remain WTO Members, that GATT law, in all 
off  its recognised sources, has a continuing lawful application to the trade of regional members. Thus, 
forr example, where a GATT Article states that "Members shall...", regional members are also 
compelledd to act in accordance with this instruction, or in the alternative, seek to apply an exception 
orr waiver according to the same procedures that govern GATT parties generally. This view would 
characterisee Article XXI V as providing no exception for the deviation from GATT Articles other than 
thosee that members necessarily undertake in order to complete regional integration requirements, as 
directedd by Article XXIV , in order to grant the MFN exception for the positive preferences. 

Eachh of these views of the Article displays its own characterisation of how MFN should relate to 
Articl ee XXIV . For the one imposing a more restrictive exception, Article XXI V would be seen to only 
suspendd Article Fs obligation for certain positive preferences exchanged between regional members, 
andd possibly only where these reductions achieve zero-duty treatment. For a view of the Article that 
providess for an autonomous regime, a consistent interpretation for Article I would suggest that MFN 
iss suspended by Article XXI V in regard to all of the trade of the members, both as to positive and 
negativee preferences enacted between them. Likewise, to the extent that other GATT Articles, such as 
XI ,, XIII , XIX and XX, also impose non-discriminatory treatment obligations, these may be 
consideredd to be either in force or suspended by Article XXIV , depending upon the view taken of the 
scopee of this exception.4 

22 This inquir y coul d be made necessar y whethe r one assert s that coverag e accordin g to Articl e XXIV:8 refer s to 
eithe rr  qualitativ e or quantitativ e criteria , or both . For example , if regiona l partie s were require d to eliminat e dutie s 
andd quota s for x% of thei r trade , then the questio n woul d remain as to how GATT applie s to (100% - x%) of the 
trade .. For qualitative , the treatmen t of exclude d sector s or parts of sector s woul d be considered . 
33 We wil l refer to thi s positio n here as the "autonomou s regime "  view of the Article . 
44 MFN treatmen t may also be the basi s of a legal test if a restrictiv e exceptio n theor y of Articl e XXIV is correct . 
Thiss  test coul d be state d as, but for  the Articl e XXIV exception , a trade-restrictiv e measur e betwee n regiona l 
member ss would : a) not have been permitte d by GATT rules ; and therefore , b) woul d requir e affirmativ e validatio n 
byy invokin g an exceptio n or waiver . Dependin g upo n the exceptio n invoked , MFN migh t requir e the measur e to 
alsoo be impose d upo n othe r GATT parties . 
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9.2.29.2.2 The example of sectoral agreements 

Too demonstrate these different outcomes, we can consider  the characterisation of sectoral agreements 
raisedd by Schoneveld.5 He stated that the arrangements in question commonly have provisions for 
quantitativee limit s upon certain exports coupled with an agreement to manage exports to insure that 
tradee does not exceed designated quantities. This is accompanied by an additional agreement for  the 
partiess to avoid situations that would call for  express protective measures and finally,  a provision for 
protectivee measures to be installed when they are deemed necessary.6 Whether  or  not one agrees with 
hiss characterisation as to the true intent behind these agreements, a means of determining their  legality 
ass they might appear  within a free-trade agreement is suggested. This would first  consider  whether 
suchh special provisions would be lawful according to GATT in the absence of any reference to Articl e 
XXTV ?? If not, then a second examination could be undertaken to identify which provision within 
Articl ee XXI V would act to validate the measures undertaken according to the sectoral agreement. If 
noo such exception can be located there, then a conclusion can be made, for  this uncovered trade, that 
thee regional members have violated GATT and the measure must be sought to be validated by some 
otherr  exception or  waiver. 

Thiss manner  of proceeding identifies first,  the legal nature of the restrictive measure itself, and then 
subjectss the particular s to Articl e XXTV for  justification . It does not pre-judge the Article' s capacity 
too possibly except certain trade restrictive measures enacted. However, it also raises the preliminar y 
questionn of the initia l GATT lawfulness of certain bilateral arrangements made between GATT or 
WTOO Members irrespective of the Articl e XXI V consideration. Thus, it is necessary to attempt to 
qualifyy bilateral modifications between WTO Members at the outset, and in the context of 
internationall  law provisions which appear  to govern the interpretation of WTO provisions on this 
point.. If it is the case that such modifications are generally permitted according to GATT law, as 
interpretedd according to the rules governing treaty interpretation, then it may be concluded that they 
doo not become unlawful solely because they have been contained within an Articl e XXTV 
arrangement.,, Therefore we turn to the question of such modifications at this juncture. Following this 
treatment,, we wil l return to examine the exceptional nature of Articl e XXI V as it also may entertain 
certainn permissive modifications. 

9.39.3 Bilateral modifications in GA TT (pre-WTO) practice 
Thee issue of whether  bilateral agreements between GATT members are permissible under  the General 
Agreementt  has been raised in a number  of contexts. Here we treat the relationship between safeguard 
agreementss and Articl e IMFN ; Articl e XI  violations made by agreement, and the question of special 
sectorall  agreements, such as some of those concluded in the Tokyo Round as "code"  agreements. 

9.3.19.3.1 bilateral safeguards 

Thiss question has been raised in discussing the relation between Articl e I and Articl e XIX of the 
GATT ,, by asking whether  bilateral safeguard arrangements are prohibited by operation of most-
favouredd nation. The view favouring the applicability of MFN to such arrangements was expressed by 
Dam,, who argued that MFN absolutely applied to the invocation of a safeguard measure irrespective 

55 Schoneveld, F., The EEC and Free Trade Agreements, Stretching the Limits of GATT Exceptions to Non-
DiscriminatoryDiscriminatory Trade?, Journal of World Trade, V. 26, No. 5, pp. 59-78 at 68, citing EEC OJ 1981 L137/21, this 
legislationn as updated is said to have formed the basis for reference by annex in the first generation trade 
agreementss between the EC and certain CEECs, known as the trade and co-operation agreements, and then 
withinn the interim agreement provisions of the Europe Agreements. 
66 F. Schoneveld, Ibid., at p. 69. He uses EC-Thailand, Manioc as his example to draw out the provisions, citing 
OJJ 1982 L 219/53. As he concluded, "In almost all the sectoral trade agreements concluded by the Community, 
particularlyy when the products concerned are agricultural products, these orderly trade provisions are the real 
purposee of the agreements." Here, attention is directed to the inclusion of sector agreements within free-trade 
areass as annexes. 
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off  the particular source of injury.7 He first compared Article XIX with that of Article XXVm 
(Modificationn of Schedules). Dam reasoned that although there was no necessity for the applicant 
party,, under Article XIX, to offer a compensatory readjustment of the tariff schedule,8 MFN must be 
neverthelesss applied upon the initial act of suspension even to those parties who were not contributing 
too the injury. This was based upon his view that, "the general arguments against discriminatory tariffs 
applyy as fully to Article XIX increases as to any other increases."9 Thus, in considering how MFN 
appliedd to Article XIX , Dam viewed it necessary to observe first the original suspension made by the 
applicantt (MFN is required) and then, thee retaliatory suspension made by the affected party. This 
secondd action was distinguishable and not, in his view, subject to MFN control since the only party 
thatt would be injured if MFN was not applied was the party invoking the safeguard in the first place.10 

Dam'ss view could be cited to support the proposition that Article I MFN treatment is required when a 
partyy seeks to revoke any concession on a selective basis, whether this selective treatment is made by 
thee agreement of another GATT party or not. One may counter the position by reference to a contract-
theoryy argument. This would emphasise a party's right, according to simple contract to waive the 
breachh of another. Dam may have granted this possibility in the GATT context by indicating that the 
choicee of retaliation is solely the business of the injured party. However, for him, this discretion could 
nott apply as to the original suspension of a GATT obligation. His view may suggest a determination 
that,, while the GATT presents certain contractual elements, it is also not merely a framework for 
establishingg and conducting bilateral relations.. Rather, the MFN requirement is suggested to be set 
unconditionallyy within the multilateral context and as such, could not therefore excuse the necessity 
forr the original suspension to be made as to all parties as according to the MFN criteria.11 

9.3.29.3.2 Article XI measures 
Thee question of bilateral modification can also be viewed in the context of GATT Article XI's 
prohibitionn of measures other than duties. The issue of whether these suspension are lawful as 
betweenn two parties was nearly addressed on point in the EC's GATT panel challenge to the US-
Japann Semiconductor Agreement.12 This panel found that Article XI's prohibition against measures 
otherr than duties applied to a system of monitoring exports, which were tantamount to restraints, as 

77 Dam, Kenneth W., The GATT: Law and Internationa l Economi c Organization , The University of Chicago 
Press,, (1970), (Midway Reprint, 1977) at p. 100. 
88 An underlying assumption applied that a balancing of concessions would be effected by the retaliatory 
suspensionn of substantially equivalent concessions or other obligations. K. Dam, Ibid., at p. 100. 
99 K. Dam, Ibid., at p. 104. 
100 Dam found this distinction supported in the drafting of the text, where paragraph 3(a) of the Article dealing with 
retaliationn refers to suspension of, "the application (of concessions) to the trade of contracting party taking such 
action."" This reference is absent in paragraphs 1 and 2 dealing with original suspensions. It is also absent for 
emergencyy retaliation. Dam explains this difference as relating to the fact that only in non-emergency (ordinary) 
retaliationn would the contracting parties have the opportunity to review and determine that the retaliatory action 
wass appropriate in not applying MFN. An interpretive note to the Havana Charter is cited by him to support the 
constructionn whereby any suspension according to paragraphs 1 (a), 1(b) and 3(b), "must not discriminate against 
importss from any Member country..." However, the note was not provided in the final GATT provisions. Citing, 
Havanaa Charter, interpretative note, Ad Article 40, in K. Dam, 1970, Ibid., at p. 105, his note 57. 
111nn regard to the effect of breaches, the character of the multilateral treaty has been recognised as having a 
significantt bearing. Sir Gerald Fitzmourice in his third International Law Commission Report (U.N. Doc. 
A/CN.4/115),, adopted an approach for "Legality of Object" Certain multilateral treaties were not of the mutually 
reciprocatingg type, but either interdependent by nature (a fundamental breach by one party would justify non 
performancee by all others and not merely just as to the defaulting party) or integral, where the force of obligation 
wass self-existent, absolute and inherent for each party, "and not dependent upon a corresponding performance 
byy the others." S. Rosenne, Breach of Treaty , Grotius Publications, Cambridge, 1985, at p. 87. Dam could 
appearr to suggest that the initial suspension of MFN constitutes a breach of an integral multilateral agreement. 
122 GATT, 35 BISD 116,1989. 
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enactedd by Japan directed to the EC market. The point at hand would have been treated on these facts 
iff  the EC had also framed a complaint to challenge the legality of Japan's controls as they would have 
alsoo been directed to monitor and restrain its exports to the U.S. market as well. Whether the Japan-
U.S.. bilateral arrangement also violated Article XI in respect to only those two parties would not turn 
onn the question of whether (or why) any third party, like the EC, would bother electing to make such a 
claim.. Rather, the legal issue is raised whether, as between two GATT parties, an agreed-upon 
restraintt consisting of measures other than duties infringes Article XI? 

9.49.4 Vienna Convention (VCLT) and Bilateral Modifications in WTO 
Onee can determine from the above that the question of modifications as between two members has 
tendedd to be examined solely in the context of the GATT Articles. With the entry of the WTO, a 
largerr scheme of interpretation appears to frame the issue. While Dam was able to impose Article I 
uponn Article XIX by an analysis of the Agreement's other provisions regarding suspensions, the 
formationn of the World Trade Organisation brings into consideration other instruments of 
internationall  law, as customary international law. For the WTO dispute settlement context, Article 3.2 
off  the Dispute Settlement Understanding provides that this system shall function within the WTO to 
clarifyy the existing provisions in accordance with the customary rules of interpretation of public 
internationall  law. Analysis undertaken from this broader perspective may also be seen to validate 
Dam'ss position. 

9.4.19.4.1 The Vienna Convention on Law of Treaties, Article 41 

Forr treaties constituting the constituent instrument of an international organisation, and for those 
adoptedd by an international organisation, the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties (VCLT) 
indicatess by its Article 5 that this Convention shall apply.13 A particular Article of the VCLT appears 
too be directly on point for the question raised above. This is found in VCLT Article 41, titled, 
AgreementsAgreements to modify multilateral treaties between certain of the parties only. This Article provides 
that, , 

"1 .. (T)wo or more of the parties to a multilateral treaty may conclude an agreement to modify the 
treatyy as between themselves alone if: 

(a)) the possibility of such a modification is provided for by the treaty; or 
(b)) the modification in question is not prohibited by the treaty and: 

(i)) does not affect the enjoyment by the other parties of their rights under the treaty or 
thee performance of their obligations; 
(II )) does not relate to a provision, derogation from which is incompatible with the 
effectivee execution of the object and purpose of the treaty as a whole...."14 

Ann inter se agreement was understood by the drafters to the Vienna Convention to be more likely to 
disruptt the object and purpose of a multilateral treaty than a treaty amendment which required the 
participationn of all parties.15 Thus, the condition by which such modifications are permissible under 

133 Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties, (VCLT), concluded at Vienna 23 May 1969, entry into force, 27 
Januaryy 1980, UN Doc A/Conf 39/28, UKTS 58 (1980), 8ILM 679. The WTO Appellate Body has applied Article 
311 of the VCLT in a number of reports for citing rules of interpretation. 
14VCLT,, Article 41, italics added. The remaining text of the Article states, "2. Unless in a case falling under 
paragraphh 1(a) the treaty otherwise provides, the parties in question shall notify the other parties of their intention n 
too conclude the agreement and of the modification to the treaty for which it provides." 
155 The term inter se was employed by the International Law Commission. The concept of 'modification' is clearly 
distinguishedd from other VCLT Articles dealing with treaty amendments. Inter se being, "...an agreement 
enteredd into by some only of the parties to a multilateral treaty and intended to modify it between themselves 
alone."" Report of the International Law Commission on the Work of the Second Part of Seventeenth Session, 
Monaco,, 1966, Commentary to Article 37, UN General Assembly, 21st Session, Official Records, Supp. No. 9 
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thee Convention are more narrowly prescribed.16 As indicated by the sub-paragraphs recited above, 
theree are two possibilities provided which may grant the right of modification.17 The first is where the 
multilaterall  treaty permits a "contractingg out" by its members, as the possibility of providing for such 
aa modification would be expressly provided by the treaty.18 The second possibility, which is an 
alternative,, is where such modifications are not prohibited by the multilateral treaty. This separate 
possibilityy is contemplated by the Vienna Convention in Article 41 in sub-paragraph 1(b), with the 
additionall  requirements that the rights of other members are not negatively affected and that the object 
andd purpose of the treaty is not frustrated. That the VCLT Article expressly considers both 
possibilitiess of permitted (or) not prohibited suggests some interpretive rules at the outset. If a treaty 
providess an express permissive right to modification, the conditions stated in 1(b) (i) and (ii) are not 
relevantt considerations, as the terms of the treaty itself would control the circumstances by which 
modificationn may be entertained. At the other extreme, if a treaty expressly prohibits modifications, 
certainlyy 1(a) is not applicable. Likewise, the conditions provided in 1(b) (i) and (ii) cannot be raised 
too justify a modification, since the treaty is prohibiting them. 

Iff  a treaty is silent on the question of modifications, containing no articles that explicitly refer to the 
possibilityy of modification as permitted or prohibited, then it would appear that the conditions of 1(b) 
aree able to applied. Otherwise there would have been little point for the drafters to include the 
possiblyy of not prohibited modifications for those cases where the treaty was not expressly 
permissive.. This appears to be the interpretation also accepted by Sinclair, as he stated that, 
"(a)ccordingly,, Article 41 imposes three conditions on the conclusion of inter se agreements, where 
suchh agreements are not contemplated in the original treaty19 In these cases, the assumption is made 
thatt the treaty, since it does not expressly permit modifications, is rather silent on the questions of 
whatt modifications should be permitted. Therefore, the sub-paragraph 1(b) goes on to provide its own 
criteriaa as listed in (i) and (ii). (The final Article expresses a re-ordering of the conditions. In the 1966 
draft,, the provision that the treaty not prohibit modifications was listed as the final requirement, (iii) . 
Thee amendment made it clear that 1(b) applies only to those cases wheree the treaty is not expressly 
permissive.. This change altered the structure of the article that may not be reflected by some of the 
commentaryy directed to the earlier draft.) 

AA more complex situation appears to be presented by the GATT as it is a part of the WTO. Here, 
theree may be certain avenues, Article XXV for waivers, and Article XXIV itself, which appear to 
expresslyy provide certain means for parties to engage in modifications of their obligations, with 
certainn oversight by the Members. If these GATT provisions can be characterised as providing a 

(A/6309/Rev.1),, reprinted in, American Journal of International Law, V. 61, (1967), at p. 384. See also, P. Reuter, 
Introductio nn to the Law of Treaties , Pinter, London, 1989, at p. 104, para. 207: "(l)f on the contrary, the new 
textt were from the outset directed only at some of the contracting parties, this would amount to a 'modification', 
andd this change in terminology involves the application of stricter rules as laid down in article 41." 
188 "Under the present article, therefore the main issue is the conditions under which inter se agreements may be 
regardedd as permissible." ILC Reports, Ibid. 
177 The conference deleted the Internationa! Law Commission's proposal for an article permitting modification by 
subsequentt practice. R.D. Kearney and R.E. Dalton, The Treaty on Treaties, American Journal of International 
Law,, V. 64,1970, at p. 525. 
188 "Paragraph 1(a) necessarily recognizes that an inter se agreement is permissible if the possibility of such an 
agreementt was provided for in the treaty: in other words, if 'contracting out' was contemplated in the treaty." ILC 
Reports,, Supra note 15. For example, the United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea, 10 December, 
1982,, Article 311, paragraph 3, whereby inter se agreements are stated as permitted according to certain 
conditions.. U.N. Doc. A/CONF.62/122, cited in S. Rosenne, Supra note 11 at p. 85. The vast majority of inter se 
agreementss are unexceptionable. R.D. Kearney and R.E. Dalton, Ibid., at p. 524. 
1 9 1 .. Sinclair, The Vienna Conventio n on the Law of Treaties , 2d ed., Manchester University Press, 1984, 
pp.. 108-9. As for the first provision of Article 41 l(b), requiring that the treaty not prohibit modification, Sinclair 
statedd that, "(t)he first of these conditions is self-evident and unexceptionable." Ibid., at p. 109. One may gather 
fromm this comment that the prohibition contemplated must be expressly stated. 
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permissivee opportunity for modifications, then one could conclude that VCLT Article 41 1(a) is in 
effect.. In that case 1(b) should not be considered as being in effect, because the VCLT Article states 
thesee two possibilities in the alternative. Either a multilateral treaty is permissive, or a multilateral 
treatyy is not prohibiting. Thus, there appears to be a threshold question of whether GATT Articles 
XXVV and/or XXIV fulfi l the conditions of VCLT Article 41 1(a). If so, then any alternative means of 
modificationn undertaken by Members would not be permitted modifications under the GATT, as 
partiess would be unable to invoke any of the possibilities provided for by sub-paragraph 1(b) in order 
too validate them. There is another way of expressing this same construction. If the GATT provisions 
mentionedd do appear to provide certain permissive avenues for modifications, then depending upon 
howw one characterises the exclusiveness of these avenues, it may also follow that non-prescribed 
alternativee forms of modifications are being sought by the object and purpose of the Agreement to be 
effectivelyy foreclosed. In this case, one may say that while the GATT does not expressly prohibit 
modifications,, the overall structure of the treaty may prohibit be acting to prohibit modifications by 
implication. . 

9.4.29.4.2 Permissive Inter se agreements in WTO and GA TT 
Thee Marrakesh Agreement Establishing the World Trade Organization (The WTO Agreement) does 
nott provide an Article expressly granting the right of two or more parties to enter into a modifying 
bilaterall  agreement. Article X of the WTO Agreement only provides for amendments according to the 
submissionn of proposals to the Ministerial Conference, and men acceptancee of such amendments only 
byy action of the Members. As for the GATT, Article XXX also provides for amendments, but only by 
actionn of the contracting parties. WTO Article XII I does make provision for non-application of the 
Agreements,, but only by reservation at the time of accession of a new Member. GATT Article XXXV 
referringg to non-application imposes the same requirement that such an act of non-application be 
implementedd only upon the act of accession. 

9.4.2.11 GATT Articl e XXV , Joint Action, as modification 

Forr the GATT, Article XXV, titled Joint action, does grant to the contracting parties a right to waive 
GATTT obligations. This may encompass modifications entered by two or more parties to the 
Agreement.. Paragraph 5 of this Article provides that, 

"(I)nn exceptional circumstances not elsewhere provided for in the Agreement, the 
CONTRACTINGG PARTIES may waive an obligation imposed upon a contracting party by 
thiss Agreement..." 

Thiss provision appears to provide an oversight function on behalf of the contracting parties in regard 
too the governing of waivers of GATT obligations. This suggests that modifications containing such 
waiverss of obligations are being granted an avenue of permissibility in accord with the procedures 
statedd in the Article. Thus, where two parties have agreed to suspend a GAIT obligation between 
them,, itt may be suggested that only the contracting parties acting together can "waive an obligation 
imposedd upon a contracting party by this Agreement." The inference to be drawn is that only one 

200 In the 1966ILC Report , the commentar y admit s that ther e is an overla p betwee n the prohibitio n conditio n and 
thatt  one requirin g compatibilit y wit h the objec t and purpos e of the treaty , sinc e an agreemen t incompatibl e wit h 
thee objec t and purpose , "ma y be said to be impliedl y prohibite d by the treaty. "  This coul d sugges t that the 
absenc ee of an expres s prohibitio n in the treat y may not absolutel y foreclos e a findin g of prohibition . Articl e 41 
1(b).. ILC Reports , 1966, Supr a not e 15 at p. 384. This commen t was frame d in the contex t of an earlie r draf t of 
thee Article , then title d Articl e 37. It provide d for thre e cumulative condition s for sub-paragrap h (b). To paraphrase , 
thatt  the modificatio n in questio n did not (I) affec t the enjoymen t of the othe r partie s of thei r rights  or performanc e 
off  thei r obligations ; (ii ) did not derogat e a provisio n in an manne r incompatibl e wit h the objec t and purpos e of the 
treat yy as a whole ; and (iii ) "i s not prohibite d by the treaty. "  In the fina l accepte d Article , (iii ) was promote d to the 
firs tt  state d conditio n of sub-paragrap h (b), as quote d in the text above . This suggest s that if modification s are not 
prohibited ,, onl y then woui d one procee d to investigat e the othe r state d requirement s (i) and (ii) . 
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partyy cannot therefore have the power to waive an obligation of another. An early working group 
appearedd to have characterised the inclusive (and perhaps exclusive) nature of GATT Article XXV 
alongg these lines as, 

(T)hee Working Party is of the view that the text of paragraph 5(a) of Article XXV is general 
inn character;.. .(and) stating in respect to the analogous provision of the (ITO) charter that, 'it 
wass finally agreed that all the obligations undertaken by members... should come within the 
purvieww of this general provision.'"21 

Iff  so, then one could fairly conclude the GATT, according to Article XXV , has a provision that 
permitss bilateral modifications, subject to joint action. 

Regardingg the practice, examples can likely be cited where two or more GATT parties have not 
notifiedd a modification, grey area measures for example, and perhaps this is even the predominant 
practicee over the year of the GATT. However, examples can also be cited where parties have invoked 
thee Article XXV procedure.22 Either way, the power of contracting parties to engage in the oversight 
off  modifications also has definitely been confirmed on a number of occasions. For one example, the 
Decisionn of the Contracting Parties regarding the Agreements on Trade in Bovine Meat and Dairy 
Productss (1980), made an affirmative determination that those signatories could not amend the 
Generall  Agreement. In addition, 

"3.. The Contracting Parties also note that the existing rights and benefits under the GATT of 
contractingg parties not being parties to these Agreements, including those derived from 
Articl ee I, are not affected by these Agreements."23 

Itt would seem that inherent to the power to secure the rights of non-signatories would also be the 
powerr to determine that the modification was not in accord with the GATT rules. Thus, 
Evenn while GATT Decisions have (consistently) held that a determination of the rights and 
obligationss between bilateral parties is beyond their competence, the question of whether such 
agreementss are consistent with GATT law has rarely, if ever, been foreclosed. For example, 

"(T)hiss Decision by its terms clearly refers only to the determination of the rights and 
obligationss as between the parties to the bilateral agreement and arising from the agreement. 
Itt is, however, within the competence of the Contracting Parties to determine whether action 
underr such a bilateral agreement would or would not conflict with the provisions of the 
Generall  Agreement,"24 

Iff  this is a correct view of Article XXV , then it may be concluded that Members to a bilateral 
agreementt waiving the application of a GATT Article have an obligation to seek the approval of the 
contractingg parties according to joint action. Where such a waiver has not been sought, then the 

211 "GATT, 1953 BISD, 86, recited in J. Jackson, World Trade Law and the Law of GATT, the Mitchie Company, 
Charlottesville,, Virginia, 1969, at p. 544. 
222 Jackson, John H., (1967), The Puzzle of GATT, Journal of World Trade Law, Vol. 1, No. 2, p. 154. As Jackson 
characterisedd the early practice, one category of use for Article XXV was for, "waivers granted for import quotas 
onn agriculture goods (primarily to 'legitimize' prior action otherwise in violation of GATT)." Also for MFN, "an 
actionn in 1951 that may have been a waiver, which 'took note' of US suspension of GATT treatment towards 
Czechoslovakia."" Ibid., citing GATT, 1952 BISD, Vol. II, p. 36. 
233 L/4905,26S/201, para. 3. Quoted in GATT, Analytica l Index, Guide to GATT Law and Practice , 6th Edition, 
Geneva,, 1994, p. 935. 
244 Decision on Margin of Preference, adopted 9 August 1949, reported in Gatt, Analytical Index, Ibid, at p. 671. 
Thee Decision was made in the context of the availability of dispute resolution (Article XXIII) to a party within a 
bilaterall agreement. Similarly, agreements that appear to act as modifications have expressly provided that the 
rightsrights of other GATT parties shall not be affected. Thus, as to the legality of quantitative restrictions permitted in 
thee Arrangement Regarding International Trade in Textiles, (MFA, 20 December 1973), paragraph 6 of Article 1 
states,, "The provisions of this Arrangement shall not affect the rights and obligations of the participating countries 
underr the GATT Gatt, Analytica l Index, Ibid., at p. 320. 
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suspensionn of GATT obligations contained within the modification may, at the least, be voidable at 
thee later discretion of the contracting parties.25 

9.4.2.22 GATT Articl e XXI V as a modification provision 

Thee VCLT by Article 41 1(a) provides for the right of two or more parties to modify the treaty as 
betweenn themselves where the treaty permits such modification. GATT Article XXIV:5 provides that, 

"... .the provisions of this Agreement shall not prevent, as between the territories of 
contractingg parties, the formation of a customs union or of a free-trade area. ..provided 
that..." " 

Thiss phrase in Article XXIV appears on its face to grant a permissive, but conditional, right for 
memberss who have formed free-trade areas and customs unions to engage in modifications subject to 
thee provisions contained in the Article. 

9.4.39.4.3 Conclusion on permissive modifications in the GA TT 
Identificationn of GATT Article XXTV and XXV provisions regarding the suspension of one or more 
GATTT Articles between two or more parties suggests that GATT has sought to accommodate these 
possibilitiess within the framework of the Agreement, as according to VCLT Article 41 1(a). If it is 
correctt that such modifications are permitted by the GATT according to the VCLT, then the 
possibilityy of invoking the criteria of VCLT 41 1(b), for multilateral treaties which are not permissive 
butt not expressly prohibitive, would not seem to be provided. This is according to the construction of 
thee VCLT Article made above that would only permits the consideration of non-prohibited 
modificationss according to subparagraph 1(b) in the event that subparagraph 1(a) does not apply to the 
circumstancess presented in the treaty. 

Ann objection to this reasoning would be made that, as between two parties, as long as their suspension 
off  GATT obligations does not harm other Members, or other Members choose not to complain, then 
modificationss should be permitted. This argument essentially invokes the considerations of VCLT 41 
1(b)) at the outset (no interference with rights, no diminishing of object and purpose). The difficulty 
withh this position is that the considerations of VCLT 41 1(b) should not be raised in the case where 
thee treaty is otherwise permitting modifications according to its own terms. As above, this is made 
clearr by the construction of the Article as "either/or" between permitting or not prohibiting. At the 
samee time, the disregarding of the construction of the VCLT Article in this manner also belies a view 
off  the multilateral treaty in question, as being merely a framework to engage in bilateral 
arrangements.. If this were the case, then one should ask why the treaty would even provide for any 
conditionss regarding the oversight of bilateral arrangements, as according to Articles XXTV and XXV. 
Rather,, the fact that these provisions are included suggests these permitted avenues for modifications 
aree intended to foreclose other possibilities. Thus to summarise, if the multilateral treaty, by its own 
provisions,, accords an express procedure for modifications, then there would be no need to consider 
whetherr a modification implemented without regard to that procedure has any affect upon the 
enjoymentt of rights of other parties or is (incompatible with the object and purpose of the treaty. 

Assumingg that one chooses to press the interpretationn that GATT freely permits modifications, some 
vieww of the object and purpose of the agreement appears to be appropriate. For this, we know that the 
GATTT preamble dedicates the Agreement to the expansion of world trade and to the elimination of 
discriminationn in international commerce. In order to achieve these goals, a number of core 
obligationss are stated throughout the agreement. The manner in which these requirements are stated 
suggestss that the object and purpose of the GATT is realised by the imposition of a set of f 

Ass contrasted with void. As from Blacks, "That may be avoided, or declared void; not absolutely void, or void in 
itself."" Black s Law Dictionary , rev. 4th ed., West Publishing, St. Paul, 1968. 
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unconditionall  rules of conduct upon all (not some) of its contracting parties. This is to contrast with 
merelyy establishing a framework for future bilateral relations advancing the expansion of trade.26 

Thus,, GATT Article 1:1 declares that any favour granted by any contracting party.. .shall be 
accorded.accorded. Article XI states that no prohibitions or restrictions other than duties shall be instituted or 
maintainedmaintained by any contracting party. Article XII I specifies the conditions for certain permissible 
quantitativee restrictions, but requires that no restriction shall be applied by any contracting 
party...unlessparty...unless the importation...or the exportation of the like product to all third countries is similarly 
prohibited.prohibited. Likewise, for Article XIX and the WTO Safeguards Agreement, Article 2.2 of the 
Agreementt provides that safeguard measures shall be applied to a product being imported irrespective 
ofof its source. Article 11 of the Agreement prohibits certain measures by stating that a Member shall 
notnot seek, take, or maintain a voluntary export restraint on either the import or export side. 

Whatt is seen from these provisions is a pattern of addressing unconditional obligations to each and 
everyy GATT contracting party (now WTO Member). The obligations, on their face, do not entertain 
possibilitiess for selective application of the rules as to some and not others.27 Likewise the rules do 
nott raise avenues for bilateral suspensions between Members. They do not further appear to be 
optionall  only to the extent that parties agree to be bound by them. Although one may always suggest 
thatt all obligations are only enforceable to the extent that an injured party chooses to take redress, this 
appearss to deny the unconditional nature of the obligations themselves, as they make no such 
referencee to their applicability subject only too redress.28 

Wheree the rules are fashioned as above, it seems difficult to draw an interpretation that the customary 
ruless of international law would endorse the practice of Members to develop modifications by means 
otherr than those laid-out in the General Agreement. Thus, bilateral parties may not argue that all 
modificationss are permitted as long as the rights of other parties are not affected, or that the 
modificationn is not incompatible with the object and purpose of the treaty. This may well serve as a 
criteriaa for the joint action of the contracting parties in applying GATT Article XXV, but these 
considerationss do not otherwise operate as an independent criteria which serves to endorse a bilateral 
modification. . 

AA final issue regarding Article XXIV is considered.. If this article serves as a permissive right to 
establishh modifications, then what conditions are being imposed upon parties who choose to modify 
accordingg to this Article? What, if any, GATT obligations may be suspended by such a modification? 
Ass drawing from the first section above, this question relates closely to whether Article XXIV allows 
regionall  members to establish a self-contained legal regime within which GATT rules apply only to 
thee extent that members agree to be bound. This would provide the broadest field to engage 
modifications,, and would also suspend any need for regional members to refer to GATT waivers to 
Articlee XXV, as the Article XXIV framework would have already acted to suspend the obligations. 

Thiss poin t is draw n fro m P. Reuter , Supr a not e 15 at p. 103. Askin g the question , whethe r or not a multilatera l 
treaty ,, "ca n be divide d int o a serie s of independen t bilatera l agreement s withou t losin g (its ) raiso n d' être...Som e 
multilatera ll  treatie s go beyon d the framewor k of simpl e reciprocit y and canno t be broke n dow n into a collectio n of 
bilatera ll  undertakings. " 
277 The new WTO Safeguard s Agreemen t does provid e for selectivity , but also accordin g to its own rule s 
regardin gg notificatio n and monitorin g by the Safeguard s Committee . 
288 Ther e is tangentia l suppor t offere d by WTO ruling s on legal standing . Whil e WTO law does not ignor e the 
requiremen tt  of standing , a Member is give n a broa d discretio n in decidin g whethe r to brin g a case agains t 
anothe rr  member . This discretio n appear s to exten d beyon d jus t thos e partie s who can sho w an infractio n of thei r 
direc tt  lega l interes t in the matter . Europea n Communitie s - Regim e for the Importation , Sale and Distributio n of 
Bananas ,, WT/DS27/AB/R , 22 Augus t 1997, paras . 132-138; at para . 136, and concurrin g wit h the panel that , 
"...wit hh the increase d interdependenc e of the globa l economy,.. . Member s have a greate r stak e in enforcin g 
WTOO rule s than in the past sinc e any deviatio n fro m the negotiate d balanc e of right s and obligation s is mor e 
likel yy  than ever to affec t them , directl y or indirectly. " 
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9.59.5 The scope of the Article XXIV exception 
Thee autonomous regime theory for  Articl e XXI V would suggest that the Articl e provides for  a 
completee permission to suspend the GATT' s other  Articles as to all of the uncovered trade between 
regionall  members. If valid, this view would have a bearing on the relationship between GATT and 
regionall  parties, particularl y for  Articles I, VI , XI , and XIX , as they would no longer  be seen to apply 
too regional members who have qualified to take the exception accorded by Articl e XXTV. For  an 
example,, if Articl e XI X is suspended by the operation of Articl e XXIV , then it would follow that any 
sectorall  arrangement, as described above by Schoneveld, would then be rendered lawful by the act of 
incorporatingg it within the framework of a free-trade area agreement. This interpretation would grant 
thee widest possible latitude for  regional members to compose and implement trade-restrictive 
measuress between them. Thus, any case to be made for  applying GATT to the trade of regional parties 
mustt  first  dispel the possibility that Articl e XXI V functions within GATT as a general right to 
conductt  modification, other  than by operation of the Article' s own specialised waiver  provision as 
foundd in paragraph 10.29 

Thee argument for  reading into Articl e XXI V a general power  to suspend other  GATT Articles infers 
thatt  the Articl e operates to grant an exception for  all the preferences that are possible to engage in 
betweenn regional members. This encompasses two categories of possible exceptions. The first  is for 
alll  those positive trade-liberalising preferences exchanged between members in the course of meeting 
thee paragraph 8 requirements to eliminate duties and other  restrictive regulations of commerce. These 
aree the ones that non-members are most concerned about, as they are sought to be excepted from 
MFNN and thereby are not extended to the non-members, with the resulting risk of external trade 
diversion. . 

However,, in order  to validate the autonomous regime theory, a case must also be made that Articl e 
XXTVV provides a more general right  to conduct modifications, as it would also suspend the 
applicationn of GATT rules for  all of the negative preferences that may be applied between regional 
members.. This exception would then allow parties to treat each other's trade less favourably than that 
requiredd as to other  GATT parties according to MFN and other  rules. The obligation to accord MFN 
treatmentt  clearly falls under  this consideration, as suggested earlier  in the chapter, as it also reaches to 
providee a redress under  GATT law for  this negative discriminatory treatment. Thus, If "A "  wishes to 
foreclosee "B "  by raising its import duty only as to "B" , then all other  members become most-
favoured.. "A "  must also seek to foreclose upon everyone. Thus, if Articl e XXTV is to be interpreted 
ass providing a permission to deviate from this aspect of MFN, there must be an interpretation 
advancedd for  Articl e XXI V that would permit negative preferences between regional members as a 
partt  of the exception. 

9.5.19.5.1 Article XXIV's stated objective 

Suchh an interpretation would be a convoluted result for  Articl e XXI V in direct conflict with the stated 
objectivee of the Article' s exception. Paragraph 4 of the Articl e recognises that it is desirable to 
increasee the freedom of trade by certain of these agreements, and views the purpose of such 
agreementss to facilitate trade between their  members. This suggests that regional trade flows should 
bee enhanced as a result of the modification. This purpose would justif y the granting of an exception 
forr  the positive preferences to be exchanged, since the whole purpose of these preferences would be to 
liberalisee the conditions for  intra-regional trade. However, this stated purpose of the article does not 
appearr  synonymous with the concept of restricting trade between constituent members. Consider  the 
widerr  compromise enacted by the Article' s exception. Non-members forego their  right  to receive 
MFNN treatment in respect to the positive preference being engaged, all in order  to facilitate trade 

Thiss allows the contracting parties to waive certain defects in a free-trade area or customs union plan. 
However,, a customs union or free-trade area must yet result. 
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betweenn members. In view of the purpose of the Article, one must query why its provisions would 
thenn go on to grant regional members an additional exception from MFN for measures undertaken 
betweenn them that restrict trade rather than facilitate it? It would seem rather that the right of 
engagingg a modification according to the Article is limited to the purposes expressed by the Article 
itself. . 

9.69.6 Chapter Conclusion 
Althoughh Article XXTV provides the basis for establishing certain bilateral preferential agreements in 
thee form of free-trade areas, these agreements remain, just as Article XXIV remains, within the 
multilaterall  framework of the General Agreement and the WTO. It does not follow as plausible that a 
regionall  party can derive an exception from Article I or XI by incorporating a trade restriction into an 
Articlee XXTV arrangement. One qualification to this conclusion, however, is that Article XXTV:8 also 
providess its own listing of permitted quantitative restrictions that may be applied between regional 
partners.. As for GATT parties generally, certain MFN considerations continue to apply in the 
applicationn of all of these measures. A consistent conclusion with the above argument is that these 
MFNN considerations also remain in force as between regional members who find it necessary to apply 
thee restrictions.31 

Measuress that fall within GATT Article XEX deserve more treatment, as this Article is not listed in the 
exceptionss provided by paragraph 8 of Article XXTV. Since special arrangements are also often made 
betweenn regional members in the taking of safeguards, the treatment of these regimes will consume 
thee next chapter. As we will see, many of the consideration raised above regarding the application of 
GATTT Articles are also applicable in the context of safeguard arrangements made between regional 
members. . 

300 Such restrictive measures may be argued as necessary on an interim adjustment basis in order to assist in the 
overalll formation within a reasonable time. This does not endorse the continuation of such restrictive regimes 
afterr the interim period. 
311 GATT Article XXIV:8(b) lists as exceptions, Articles XI through XV and Article XX. These Articles also require 
certainn non-discriminatory applications when the exceptions are permitted. 
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